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  Distant Learning Accomplishments
   D. Steed-DL Pioneer Group V

    
• July 2009- Completed all Modules of Blackboard bootcamp: This served as a foundation that initiated 
the need to expand my abilities in Distant Learning.
• August 2009- I began to enhance the following areas on all class black board sites that I instruct.
o Announcements
o Course Information: 
• syllabus
o Gradebook
o Staff Information
•  uploaded my photo
o Course Document
• Rulebook
• College application
• Student forms
o Course Materials 
• Lecture notes
• Handouts
• Procedure sheets
o External Links
• College
• State Board
• Milday Publications
• DL Roope Exam Administrator
• September 2010-Began working with the Cosmetology Department to identify Department Vision- the 
next level was to incorporate, Podcasting and Enhanced Podcasting with video demonstrations. Training on the 
use of Audacity. Received Head set and microphone, and digital voice recorder, I began experimenting.
• October 2010- I received training on Jing and Skype, I immediately returned and lead my department to 
use Skype. We are still rather weak, but making steps, as with all other areas. I Received my laptop computer, 
and webcam, which really opened the door, and allowed me to start doing more from home. I also created my 
first trial podcast and posted it, successfully. I was able to obtain extra headsets for the Cosmetology Faculty, in 
which we all have been using for Skype and experimenting with podcasting.
• November 2010- Sandy Gillikin and I attended the NC3DLA Conference in Durham. There we discov-
ered many things we would like to implement, and new ideas we would share within department and fellow 
sister schools. We have also discovered Yammer, and began to use that to communicate with our internal col-
leagues. I have encouraged our part time adjuncts to attend the Blackboard Bootcamp, which will serve as an 
introduction to our new direction. Mary Chevers will be attending.
 



• December 2010- As the semester comes to an end, I realize all that I have not only learned, but shared with 
my department. We are on this journey together. I intend on completing my series of podcasts for each Chapter 
I teach, and having them posted for Spring Semester. Upon returning in January my next goal is to begin en-
hanced podcasting, by creating in house videos utilizing the skills and talents of the Cosmetology faculty. This 
will be a project we will work together on; hopefully the series will be entitled, CCC Cosmetology Procedure 
Demonstrations, and will be accessible from all Blackboard sites.
• January 2011- Upon returning for the Spring Semester, I placed more emphases on organizing my lec-
ture notes, assignments, and other course documents. I also have worked on increasing my media library collec-
tion to include pictures, and videos, that I would like to use.
• February 2011- Very little activity, as my concentration was on grade book, and keeping grades entered 
on a timely manner. I did work on finding the videos that best suit my lectures/podcasts.
• March 2011- Sandy and I attended the NC3DLA Conference hosted here at Carteret. Experienced Soft 
Chalk, Google Docs, and Skype. Most of these classes were refreshers, but it was something that we needed.
• April 2011-Continued to input grades, and worked on my podcasts. I also sampled Soft Chalk, and 
played around with that.
• May 2011- Created Blackboard sites for Summer Classes. I also have intentions sometime in the near 
future (over the summer) to begin the transition to Moodle. 

Overall, this has been a wonderful experience, and I am delighted to have participated. I have had the support 
of my department and fellow pioneers, in which we have and continue to work together. If I had one complaint, 
it would be the lack of time, in preparing and working to keep our sites updated, although having a laptop has 
made this a lot easier. I appreciate all who had a hand in making this opportunity possible.

T3 DL Pioneers
Sherry Faithful, English Instructor
Final Report 5/26/11

Overall Project Goal:

My Distance Learning Pioneer project goal was to develop a completely new online course,  English 131, In-
troduction to Literature.  In the fall semester, I focused on content development and organization for the course.  
During the spring semester, I focused on adding media-rich content to support course content, enhancing the 
course and making it more engaging.  Individual monthly goals below show the development of the project:

September Goals:  
⎫ Develop a master syllabus that will serve as the basis for course content and provide organizational 
structure for the online course
⎫ Create course banner

October Goals:
⎫ Create Module One ~ Orientation (including personal podcast or video)
⎫ Create Module Two ~ Literature Overview

November Goals:
⎫ Create content/assignments/assessments Module Three ~ Fiction
⎫ Create content/assignments/assessments Module Four ~ Poetry



December Goals:  
⎫ Create content/assignments/assessments for Module Five ~ Drama
⎫ Create content/assignments/assessments for Module Six ~ Literature-based Final Project 

January Goals:  
⎫ Add appropriate photos/icons to all course folders
⎫ Add content-specific videos to modules one and two

February Goals:
⎫ Create an orientation video for the course
⎫ Add content-specific videos to modules three and four

March Goals:
⎫ Add content-specific videos to modules five and six

April Goals: 
⎫ Review and revise course content, organization, and design elements

During the process of developing the online course, I developed a variety of new technology skills.  I attended 
training on Jing, Audacity, and workflow efficiency.  I also began using SoftChalk.  In addition, I learned how to 
use Skype (particularly to communicate with students) and Yammer to communicate with colleagues.  

Thanks to support provided by the Title III Distance Learning Program, I accomplished the goals above and the 
course is now available as a master course for other faculty to use.  

Shana Olmstead
DL Pioneer
End of the Year Report
May 31, 2011

I successfully taught 2 classes on-line in the Spring Semester:  HRM 245 and HRM 110. I recorded lectures, 
embedded video and incorporated a virtual world called Hospitality & Tourism Interactive.

I have created my 3rd and 4th on-line class, HRM 215 & HRM 120, which will be taught in the fall. 

I attended NC3DL conference in March. During that conference I went to a lecture on Soft Chalk.  I loved it. 
We had a license available and I will be incorporating Soft chalk into all of my on-line classes. If it was not for 
my experience with the pioneers, I probably would have let the beauty of Soft Chalk pass un-noticed.

I also, because of the division I am in, was able to participate in the NCCIA Conference. 



Katie Dixon
Development Associate
One of the most important and the fastest growing responsibilities of the development 
associate position at Carteret Community College is communication through social me-
dia.  The importance of communicating for the Foundation is to cultivate relationships 
with alumni and potential donors.  During difficult economic times the dependency on 
fundraising within educational facilities grows.  North Carolina, as well as many other 
states, is forced to decrease funding for education, therefore creating a heavy need for 
funding that is shaped through donors and friends of the establishment.  Communica-
tion is crucial!  My goal during the Distance Learning Pioneers Program was to create 
a blog for the Carteret Community College Foundation, and use software and other 
technology to expand our ability to reach friends. 

I began the program by starting a blog through WordPress.com http://carteretccalumni.
wordpress.com/  The blog is consistently updated with events and news from the col-
lege.  We have an account with Shutterfly.com where we are able to store and organize 

all of our photos.  Updating our website with links to the blog, as well as slideshows from Shutter-
fly give the website a professional appearance as well as keeping it organized and up-to-date.  The 
Carteret Community College Foundation Alumni page on Facebook has many friends.  Events and 
status updates are updated to the blog and blog posts are posted on Facebook.  Twitter “tweets” are 
also linked to Facebook and the blog.  We have increased users and followers by about 300 since 
beginning the program.

I attended a Jing workshop, I was able to engage in multiple online meetings utilizing Skype utiliz-
ing the equipment and software provided by the DL Pioneer Program.  I have gained much from 
the assistance from fellow DL Pioneers and from the guidance of Patrick Keough.  With the help of 
this program the Foundation’s communication mediums have developed into successful methods of 
cultivating relationships with patrons.



DL Pioneer Final Report
May 23, 2011
David Hisle

This past year in the DL Pioneer program has been a terrific and productive experience.  
Beyond the new software tips (Jing), the use of a great laptop, a Camtasia key, and training 
opportunities (for Jing, Moodle, Blackboard, Elluminate, the iPad, etc.), the program offered a 
great chance to connect on campus with other staff and faculty on DL-related issues.  Looking 
back on the library’s accomplishments over the last year, I’m struck by how transformational 
the rise of distance learning has been to the work that libraries do.  The American Library 

Association encourages academic librarians to develop services and materials that are equivalent, if not identi-
cal, to those provided to campus-based students.  Accomplishing this requires both a broad understanding of the 
needs of distance learners and a working knowledge of the sorts of tools needed to create content for them.  The 
DL Pioneers program has helped tremendously with both these things.

Attendance at the NC3ADL conference in November and the opportunity to present on “Delivering Library In-
struction and Resources to Distance Learners” at the March regional NC3ADL conference were especially great 
experiences that taught me a lot about the best practices and culture of distance learning, and this has informed 
(and improved) the library’s contributions to our students’ education.  

My report is divided into two parts: projects completed while in the DL Pioneers program and professional de-
velopment opportunities sponsored or promoted by the group.

DL Projects:
• Added Meebo Instant Messenger to library home page See here.
• Loaded Jing to use in conjunctions with Meebo Messenger.  This allows us to use on-the-spot screen-
casting in conjunction with the instant messenger.
• Replaced print and PDF research guides with far more extensive online Research Guides page using 
Google Sites.  These guides can (and do) contain links, video tutorials, podcasts, and embedded slideshows.  
Based on Google Analytics reports, the assignment-based research guides are especially popular with the stu-
dents.  See here.
Most popular Research Guides:

ENG 111 I-Search Guide  553 unique hits
ENG 112 Argument-Based 186 unique hits
Library Faculty Services  148 unique hits
Career Research  144 unique hits
3,770 total unique page views for the year.
• Began tracking library home page, research guides, FAQs page, and other web resources using Google 
Analytics.  The information collected informs our choices about where to devote our time and resources in the 
future.
• Created new online library FAQ using Google Sites.  See here.
• Created several podcasts and video tutorials.  The tutorials are part of a series that’s only partially com-
plete, while the podcasts are used to supplement the Bibliographic Instruction sessions and Research Guides.  
Software used:  Windows Movie Maker, VirtualDub, Camtasia 6.0 and 7.0, Photo Story 3, GIMP, Blender 3D, 
Audacity, Awesome Screenshot, PowerPoint 2010, and more.  See here.
• Beautified and simplified Blackboard library skills courses.  Updated PowerPoint embeds (developed by 
Elizabeth Baker and Tara Guthrie) to have standardized, professional appearance and uploaded them to Slide-
share.net.  Reorganized content and created new banners.



• Redesigned CCC Library tab in Blackboard using Adobe Dreamweaver software.
• Added Closed Captioning to all video tutorials for improved ADA compliance.
• Scripted, but have not yet shot or edited, generic Bibliographic Instruction podcast series for distance 
learners.
• Have begun, but not completed, a Moodle library resources and instruction page for distance learners.

DL Professional Development opportunities:
• Attended Blackboard Boot camp
• Attended the 2010 NCLA CUS/CJCLS: Library Instruction at the Point of Need Conference.  I present-
ed on the topic “Video Tutorials on a Dime.”  PPT here.
• Attended the 2010 NC3ADL Annual Conference in Durham, NC.  Did not present.
• Attended 2011 NC3ADL Regional Conference.  I presented on “Delivering Library Instruction and Re-
sources to Distance Learners.”  PPT here.
• Attended Elluminate demonstration
• Attended iPod demonstration
• Attended eReader demonstration
• Attended Moodle training

!

!

!



 Final Pioneer Report of Allen Brooks, Math Curriculum Coordinator
 May 31, 2011
  
  Goals and Accomplishments:

1. I selected MAT-161, College Algebra to design an online class for as part of the    
Pioneer Program.
2. I selected Essentials of College Algebra  by Lial, Hornsby, & Schneider as the 
text for this class. Using this book allowed me to incorporate MyMathLab as an online 
homework and quiz system.
3. I created a Blackboard shell and have started populating it with course materials, 
such as, videos, lecture notes, assignments, and tutorials.
4. I produced the following types of video tapes:
a. How to videos

b. Solutions of test reviews
c. Solutions of tests
5. I produced step-by-step tutorials using Latex, Banner, and Adobe Reader.
6. I produced a set of class notes for each section that can be filled out by the student and tested them on a 
seated class.
7. I tested using Class Room Presenter and Camtasia to recorded my lectures.
8. I researched and uploaded various math video tutorials on YouTube.
9. I tested videotaping my lectures. Plans are to eventually record all lectures.
10. I produced detailed math graphics using Jing and Paint Shop Pro for my class notes.
11. I learned how to use Skype for online office hours.

This is still a project in the works,  I have several ideas for improvement that I would like to incorporate.

 



 DL Pioneer Report
 2010-2011

 Participant:   Elaine M. Fuge

 Accomplishments:

 1.  Learned about resources such as you tube, google images, and various links to use to enhance Power 
Points and lectures.
2. Learned what SKYPE was and how to use it to communicate with and assist my students outside of 
class and provide additional tutoring time.
3. Learned what “JING” was and used it to post lessons dealing with math computations on blackboard.  
The students really liked this.  They said it was very helpful.
4. Learned how to take pictures from my camera and put into power point lectures. This really spiced up 
my lectures.
5. Put together a very extensive (200 slide) power point for a radiation physics review utilizing animation, 
sounds, and various images from google images.
6. Have utilized scanned images from other resources and embedded them into lessons and tests.  
7. Learned how to download audacity and used it to post audio lectures from class lectures to blackboard.   
This gave students another way to review the information taught in class.  The students really liked this tool.
8. Updated all my lessons with instructor developed Power points for all my courses.  I did three courses in 
the fall 2010, two in spring 2011 and I completed the physics review PP presentation in May 2011.
9. Developed PP slides to include “step by step” math calculations when solving problems.
10. I learned more this year in how to improve my instructional methods and assist student learning than I 
ever thought I could learn.  I surprised myself with what I learned to do to improve my classes.

  I was very grateful for this opportunity. I plan to continue to utilize the tools I learned and improve my lessons.
E. Fuge



Phillip Morris
Anatomy and Physiology Instructor

It was thrilling having the opportunity to develop the online AP classes over the last two semesters.  During the 
fall and spring semesters, I assembled a variety media to be used for the online AP classes that are being offered 
for the first time ever this summer, here at CCC.  Being that the courses were new here to our college, I was able 
to start from scratch and make the course exactly how I envisioned a good AP online class to be.  
For the two courses I have built the following: 
 -29 power point lectures consisting of approximately 3000 slides
 -29 chapter review documents/study guides consisting of approximately 250 pages
 -30 videos (29 outlining the material in each chapter, and one orientation video)
 -developed a series of interactive labs (22)
 -wrote a many grant for the purchase of a virtual dissection software to be used in online labs
 (also, presented this virtual dissection software at the regional DL conference)
 -attended the state DL conference over three days in Raleigh.
 -started a YouTube channel where I store audio lectures and videos for easy access by students    
24 hours a day
 -started a screencast page where I store audio lectures and videos 
 -became proficient in audio and video production using such software as Jing, Audacity and    
Camtasia 
 -I am also having weekly review sessions with my online students via Skype with great success
 -set up a social network (Facebook) page strictly for me and my students to interact, discuss,  chat 
and get to know each other, again with great success

Wow, that seems like a lot.  And it is.  But it has also been one of the most rewarding things I have done as a 
community college instructor.  I feel I put my own personal stamp on my class.  I have really put a lot of empha-
sis on distance media, and I’m finding out that students are learning more than just anatomy.  I can’t even open 
my Skype page now without one of my students from Raleigh or Charlotte ringing in to ask a question.  I think 
it is remarkable what can be done via distance learning and I intend on working to develop newer better ways to 
deliver my material to students online. 
 


